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ACADEMIC SKILLS CENTRE, DAWSON COLLEGE

MLA WORKS CITED: PAGE FORMAT
The works-cited page appears at the end of the term paper. Its heading—Works Cited—is placed at the top
in the centre, as shown below. Capitalize only the W and the C; do not italicize it, underline it, or use bold.
The page number—like the numbers of all the other pages—appears in the header space at the upper right,
along with your family name, about half an inch from the top.
Arrange your works-cited entries in alphabetical order by first letter. (When entries open with titles, ignore
“A,” “An, “or “The” in determining alphabetical order.) Don’t divide your sources by type; list all of them
together. Note that the entries are not numbered.
The first line of each entry begins at the margin, but the following line(s) are indented. To create this
‘hanging indent,’ highlight your first entry of more than one line; then go to the horizontal ruler just above the
top of the page. Drag the lower triangle along the ruler half way to the number 1. This will set proper
indentations for all the entries on the page.
The entire works-cited page is double-spaced with no additional spacing anywhere, even under the heading.
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